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About This Game

Terra Mystica is a strategy game with a simple game principle and very little luck involved: You govern one of 20 factions
trying to transform the Landscape on the game board in your favor in order to build your Structures. On the one hand, proximity
to other players limits your options for further expansion, on the other hand though, it provides some benefits during the game.

This conflict is the source of Terra Mystica's appeal.
Structures may be upgraded to provide even more resources, like Workers, Pries

The 20 artfully designed factions, each having unique special abilities, as well as the exchangeable bonus cards allow for a large
number of possible game plays that constantly keep this game entertaining!

Features of Terra Mystica:

Includes the Add On "Fire & Ice"

- easy to learn: the interactive Tutorial helps to get a start in this deep strategy game
- hard to master: Enormous depth and interesting decisions without being too complex to understand. The best strategy always

wins!
- replayability: always changing and challenging game experience with new combinations. You want to try all fantasy races! An

ideal game for hardcore gamers!
- challenging developments: only strategy and tactics count - not luck!

- game replays: Analyse your best games or learn tricks from the pro settlers
- multiplayer: Challenge the best players across all platforms world wide or play against your family and friends

- three computer difficulties: Try to beat the computer opponent
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- newest update: This game uses the newest rules edition of the board
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The first 20-25 minuts for me was introduction, and reconfiguring the controls to a comfortable, localized position. After that, I
decided to go straight into the mission, as that's what it directs you to do. While randomly travelling through the world to get to
my objective, There's an NPC that starts fighting me, and I die instantly, despite having just increased my max health with a
skill point, and blocking. The game became boring imediately after, and I sent a refund request.. Grabs capital city of the enemy
they dont die or surrender lol.. Nice little game. Reminds of Rogue Squadron.. Really good.
. Bought this game because i like sandbox games.
Turned out to be a very good game, starts off pretty slow, mats are hard to find (ore and such) but once you get the hang of it its
pretty awesome, im hoping the devs keep retouching this game. has great potential.. Worst game everr play with friends get kick
cause server cant handle people. i love this game, the style its set in and the horrer mixed in with a pony related game makes it a
great game.. I really enjoyed this game with its neat craftverse story, branching storyline and well thought out characters. The
decisions I made felt well thought out and consequential with the story completely changing depending on actions I took several
chapters ago. The game functions as series of seven self contained scenarios featuring literarture staples like the detective story,
the tough negotiation and the rescue mission, all tied together by the overarching theme of balancing the cities needs for water
with that of its sorroundings. Some earlier reviews have talked about the difficulty of approaching the game without prior
knowledge of the craftverse and also the somewhat overstretched nature of the storyline. These faults are not difficult to miss
but I think that the game is well worth buying, especially if you enjoyed the earlier deathless games.. Can't recommend this
game enough, i went in not expecting much because of early acces But damn did the game deliver!.

Smooth gameplay, really well optimized.
If the game is this addicting in early acces, oh boy when it actually officially release.
I normally never leave reviews on games, but i just thought i had to on this one.

Happy Farming Risk of Rain Community! <3
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Simpler version of the old SNES classic PTO 2 this game should bring any TBS gamers many hours of fun. Battle Fleet 2
definitely has that 'just one more turn feel to it'.. Great VR demo with good graphics and pleasant music. It's super cool and
extremely short as well. I think the devs must expand this tech demo into the full game!. Game only runs if you have Occulus.
or.. To get it to run on HTC VIVE, you can ONLY start it from desktop. Will NOT START in VR mode! Game is on rails and
not deep at all.. Great game, crossplatform online play works really well, single player missions provide a nice challenge too.
The paint mechanics and scoring system in this game give a lot more depth to the race than just speed as fast as you can and get
in first. The game did have some bugs when it first came out, but most of them were squashed straghtway.

As for cons right now there is a lack of players, although the crossplatform multiplayer helps some with that. Some people may
not like that fact that it requires a controller to play. Also more clarification on how the scoring system works would be nice, as
the tutorial did not give many details on this. Sound settings don't seem to want to save when in a race, but I got around that by
adjusting it through the system.

As a side note, the game only has 10 tracks, each with a reverse, mirror, and mirrored reverse variant. Personally I don't feel like
more tracks are needed, but some might disagree, so I figured I'd mention this. Also for linux users I'd give a word of warning:
some linux users were experiencing a bug where the car appears to paint all the time. I personally have not run into this issue,
but the devs did communicate with others and seem to be working on a fix, if it hasn't come out already.

I would most certainly reccomend the game. Although if any of the issues mentioned before might steer you away, I'd keep a
lookout for when they do get fixed, then buy it.. Pretty much what you expect from the holy potatoes franchise. I would give
this game a positive review, but with the constant crashing in every game I enter, I am giving this a negative review. I understand
that this is a very cheap early access game, yet it shouldn't be released if you can't last more than a few minutes without
crashing. The developer mentioned that there is an error with crashing in the new map. I have not even played the new map yet
and experience game crashing on every map. This seems like a great game with alot of potentIal, but in its current stance I am
leaving this as a negative review.. We purchased and downloaded and I have to agree with the Devs of this niche engine. If you
wish to build RTS then this just works, few hangups in running in initial usage, but other than that we look forward to learning
this system. Cryengine Unity Unreal Havok... etc you can build anything at a cost of time, configuration and many other things
to consider (asset pipeline, coding LUA C++, blueprint, flowgraph all that stuff if you are familiar with the engines mentioned).
We see Blender support at the current time for the models here and I think terrain creation tools are being looked at improving,
other than that.... I think this is a great tool for the community and we support indie devs in every way!! Great job RTS
Creator...

UPDATE: They gave up and deleted website so NO

Controller support now in beta:
We just put a new version live. It fixes quite a few bugs related to fire and ice and adds controller support in a beta stage.. Patch
notes 1.24:
- smaller bug fixes
- special ability fixes (Tunneling, Carpet flight)

This is update is a forced one, if you want to play online games. We had to change some server side logic and hopefully the end
of turn issue is now gone.. Patch 1.31:
- fixed Cultists being asked to gain power for own buildings. Terra Mystica 1.26:
- fixed a bug where running games were not updated while in game
- fixed the double syphon bug. Terra Mystica 1.28:
- fixed another instance of the double syphon bug
- fixed AI bug related to the giants. 1.17 Patchnotes:
- Giants terraform bug fixed

We had a problem with the new update. Should work now. Thank you for your support!. Patchnotes 1.37:
- Fixed syphoning screen appearing twice when showing the replay
- Fixed local games staying in the running game list after completion
- Fixed scoring issues related to darklings and free spades
- Fixed multiple fire and ice errors
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- No longer allowed to use power conversions during syphon reaction turns. Version 1.52: Fire & Ice released:

We are happy to announce, that the Beta is over and all of you brave Steam-settlers now can play the Fire & Ice addon against
players on all platforms (including the mobile ones).

Adding 6 more exciting new races to the realm of Terra Mystica and two totally new terrains!

The competition gets even tougher as mysterious Yetis, cold hearted Ice Maidens, travelling Riverwalkers, adaptable
Shapeshifters, devoted Acolytes and powerful Dragonlords shape the lands to their will. These all new factions bring deep
tactical options and new strategies to the digital table. Vulcanos and Ice will also let you reshape the face of the world!

Spread the word, invite your friends and let us know, what you think!
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